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Satyricon. I protagonisti - e con loro diverse figure con le quali
entrano in contatto - praticano l'arte dell'arrangiarsi, della quale
fa parte integrante l'inganno, piu o meno esplicitamente
espresso nella menzogna. Gran parte dei rapporti inter
personali del romanzo si reggono sulla finzione e la menzogna,
che di quei rapporti costituiscono una chiave di volta. II sot
terfugio, l'alterazione o ii mascheramento della veritA rap
presentano un filo rosso che percorre !'opera dall'inizio alla
fine, e un' efficacissima griglia di lettura degli awenimenti.
Non sempre la menzogna si esprime come fonnalizzazione
verbale; motto spesso coincide con un atteggiamento. Essa si
configura come risposta ad agguati e pericoli, come reazione ad
ostacoli e resistenze che i soggetti incontrano nel raggiungi
mento degli scopi prefissi. Si articola su diversi livelli di
complessitA, con sfumature che vanno dalla semplice forma
reattiva occasionale e casuale alla complessa trama di raggiro
architettata con scrupolosa premeditazione" (p. 104).... "Ma
anche· Petronio non ci sembra esente da menzogna. II suo
mentire si colloca su piani "alti", di tipo ideologico-politico, e
utilizza strumenti letterari. Sotto la maschera della noncha
lance, dell'ironia distaccata, cela ii rancore di un aristocratio
tradizionalista e la sua awersione - filtrati da una sofisticata
alchimia artistico-<:ulturale - nei confronti di ceti emergenti,
economicamente in ascesa a danno dell'antica nobiltA di cui egli
e parte" (p. 113).
Reardon, B.P., ed., Collected Ancient Greek Novels
(Berkeley: University of California, 1989) 827 pp., $75 hard
cover, $25 paperback. English translation of all the ancient
Greek novels and the longer fragments.
Richardson, T.W., "Further on the Young Trimalchio,"
Phoenix 40 (1986) 201. R holds that the old translation at Sat.
75.11 (annos quattuordecim) "for fourteen years" is still correct
and that at best M. Reeve (Phoenix 39 [1985] 378-379, who
translates it "at age fourteen") "may have established an
ambiguity". R asks ... "what would be the point of Trimalchio
giving his exact age and implying only one year of service?"
Riikonen, H.K., "Petronius and Modern Fiction. Some
Comparative Notes," Arctos 21 (1987) 87-103.
Rito6k, Z..., "Einc kaiserzeitliche imitario (Petronius (?), Fr.
38= Anth. Lat. 698 Riese)," M m Hung 30 (1982-84) 319-328.
A commentary on this poem which shows its classical form and
content.
Rosenmeyer, P., "Callimachean 'xenia' in Petronius'
Satyricon," paper delivered at the 121st annual meeting of the
APA in Boston, 29 December 1989. Sat. 134-138: "Thus, while
the Hecate and the Metamorphoses (8.611-724) clearly influenced
the Satyricon, it is the Molorchus episode in the Victoria
Berenices that corresponds most closely in its mock-epic tone.•
The Sesonchosis
Ruiz-Montero, C., "P. Oxy. 2466:
Romance," ZPE 79 (1989) 51-57. Text, English translation, and
commentary.
Ruiz-Montero, Consuelo, "Carit6n de Afrodisias y el mundo
real," Piccolo Mondo Antico, ed. P. Liviabella Furiani e A. M.
Scarcella (Perugia: UniversitA degli Studi di Perugia, 1989) 107149.
Salanitro, M., "Folklore autentico e folklore supposto nella

Cena Trimalchionis," Res Publica Lillerarum 12 (1989) 195-206.
Examples of elements of folklore in the Satyricon compared
with those in modern Italy.
Salanitro, M., "Convivarum sermones (Petron. 41,9-46),"
Jnvigilata Lucernis 10 (1988) 279-304. convivarum sermones
should not be deleted from the text.
Salanitro, M., "Cepa cirrata: owero un insulto in Petronio
(58.2)," Cultura e Scuola 106 (1988) 40-43. cepa cirrata under
stood to be "cipolla germogliata".
Salanitro, M., "Interpunzione e interpretazione nella Cena
Trimalchionis," A&R 34 (1989) 74-86.
Saylor, C., "Funeral Games. The Significance of Games in
the Cena Trimalchionis," Latomus 46 (1987) 593-602. "I review
the various features of games in the Cena in order to show how
the dinner carries a mentality of games in general. In partic
ular, an atmosphere and certain features suggest that the dinner
is like a gladiatorial game" (pp. 593-4).
Scarcella, Antonio M., "Cronaca dell' amore e degli amori
nelle storie d'amore," Piccolo Mondo Antico, ed. P. Liviabella
Furiani e A. M. Scarcella (Perugia: UniversitA degli Studi di
Perugia, 1989) 151-195.
Scherrer, P., "Der Neureiche und der Bankrotteur. Wort
spiel, Sozialkritik und Selbsteinbringung Petrons in einer
unscheinbaren Episode der Cena Trimalchionis," JOEAI 57
(1986-1987) 111-115. On Sat. 38. 6-16.
Schmeling, G., ed., Historia Apollonii Regis Tyri (Leipzig:
BSB B.G. Teubner Verlagsgesellschaft, 1988 [1989]). Bibli
otheca Scriptorum Graecorum et Romanorum Teubneriana.
Schmeling, G., "Manners and Morality in the Historia
Apollonii Regis Tyri," Piccolo Mondo Antico, ed., P. Liviabella
Furiani e A.M. Scarcella (Perugia: UniversitA degli Studi di
Perugia, 1989) 197-215.
Slater, N., Reading Petronius (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1990) XIII + 260 pp., $28.95, publication date
2 August 1990. "In confronting the splendid evasiveness of the
Satyricon in this book, I have two major purposes: one critical
and one metacritical. The first is, naturally, yet one more
attempt to discern the artistic unity behind the episodic
fragments of Petronius's work. The choice of a reader-response
critical model for this attempt was in part originally prompted
by the present condition of the text but has proved to have
many other rewards as well. Every reading of the Satyricon
confronts one inescapable fact: we have only bits of what once
was a much larger work. The would-be interpreter of Petronius
is haunted by the notion that any theory, any general interpre
tation, could be swept away by recovery of more of the novel.
Reader-response criticism, in basing its interpretations on what
happens within in the reader during the reading process, offers
the hope of saying something significant about this text which
could not be overturned by new discoveries: the immediate
experience of reading the episode of the banquet with Trimal
chio, for example, is the same, whatever happened to Encolpius
in Marseilles before our present fragments begin. Chapters II
to IV offer a "first reading" whose purpose is to describe what
transpires in the reader in the process of reading the Satyricon .
It demonstrates the remarkable range of experiences, the
sudden twists and turns encountered in the process of reading
Petronius, and argues that these are not simply the result of the
fragmentary nature of the text. This first reading validates
much that has been said before about this book - indeed, a
reading-based interpretation that differed radically from the
experience of previous readers would be very suspect indeed including the impression of many contradictions in the work.
At the same time this reading also demonstrates the relation
ship of the Satyricon to other comic, and espeically theatrical,
forms through its protean, improvisational characters.
This first reading leaves us with a number of dissatisfactions,
to which the obvious solution is an attempt at rereading the
Satyricon. Here though, we must begin to reexamine both our
texts and the theories by which we have read it, for texts that
demand re-reading pose a challenge not only for reader
response criticism but also for criticism in general. The
elusiveness of the Satyricon persists, despite changing critical
theories and models. My second and metacriticill purpose,
then, though it may sound more ambitious, is firmly grounded
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in our initial reading of Petronius: I wish to ask what the
existence of a text like the Satyricon, perennially read and yet
critically 'unreadable,' means for a more general theory of
literature.• (pp. 2-3)
Slater divides his book into 10 chapters: I Introduction:
Constructing the Audience, II In media verba, III Sex and
Sensibility, IV A Self-consuming Cena, V Sailing to Croton, VI
Love and Death, VII Character Voices, VIII Literary Voices,
IX Silent Voices, X Chasing the MacGuffin. Throughout the
first-reading and re-reading of the Satyricon, which Slater and
the reader of Slater share, Slater in his book demonstrates the
same "splendid evasiveness" he sees in the Satyricon. What
Petronius is to the ancient novel, Slater is to the criticism of the
ancient novel. Slater constantly challenges the reader (of his
own book) to think about Petronius and his Satyricon by asking
questions like this (e.g.): "'Can this author or text intend to
mean something?' may be the wrong one to ask. Perhaps we
should ask, 'Can it intend not to mean something?'" The
student of Classics who "reads" this new effort by Slater will
probably "respond" with laughter, not that of derision but that
of pleasure, because he will conclude that Slater has helped to
raise the Satyricon to the status of a "classic".
Soubiran, J., "Sur la composition des deux Bel/um Civile.
Lucain et Petrone," Pallas 33 (1987) 55-64.
Stagni, E., "Petronio, Satyricon 94, 11," MD 20-21 (1988)
317-321. Stagni supports Courtney's readingpetitu,us praecipi
lia, citing Seneca Phoen. 63, and rejects peritu,us <per>.
Strel'nikova, Inna, "Petrons satirischer Roman," Der antike
Roman, ed. H. Kuch (Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1989) 126-134.
Syme, R, Fictional History Old and New. Hadrian (Oxford:
Somerville College, 1986) 24 pp. The Historia Augusta:
Hadrian as fictional history; praise for Marguerite Yourcenar's
Memoires d' Hadrien as historical fiction.
Vine, B., "A Note on servivisti (Petr. 57.4)," AJP 109 (1988)
543-546. servivisti is the only uncontracted -vis- perfect form in
the Sat. "The stilted and pedantic form servivisti is used
pointedly (by the freedman): it is a barb against Ascyltos'
affected style."
Vine, B., "Petroniana," Latomus 48 (1989) 835-840. Notes
on 43.3 linguam caninam comedi; 58.7 et <ei> qui; 133.3
semper jlavius
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DARTMOUTII CONFERENCE
The International Conference on the Ancient Novel (ICAN11) was entitled "The Ancient Novel: Classical Paradigms and
Modem Perspectives," and took place at Dartmouth College,
23-29 July 1989, under the most able leadership of Professor
James Tatum. Abstracts of the conference papers will be
published shortly, and copies may be purchased by contacting
Professor Tatum, Department of Classics, Dartn1outh College,
Hanover, NH 03755, USA. (It is predicted that the printed
Conference Program will become a collector's item.) Professor
Tatum arranged marvellous accommodations for the partici
pants, saw to providing excellent meals, and, in answer to his
prayers, the gods laid on warm weather. The College Library
offered a special exhibition of books on the ancient novel, and
the Hood Museum a special exhibition of papyri lexls of Greek
novels. 111c program was extensive and discussion was lively.
Consensus of opinion as voiced by participants everywhere was
that this was one of the most exciting Classics corffercnces ever
held. Profosso.rTlltum and his assistants deserve special thanks
[rom the participants.

NOTICES
Seventh Groningen Colloquium on the Novel, 21 April 1989,
organized by H. Hofmann at the Rijksuniversiteit. The
speakers were H. Maehler, "Symplome dcr Liebe im Roman
und in der griechischen Anthologie"; T.D. Mccreight, "Sacrifice
Ritual in the Metammpltoscr of Apuleius"; N. Holzberg,

"Apollonius of Tyre and the Odyssey"; E. Archibald, "Apollonius
of Tyre in Medieval Vernacular Literature: Romance or
Exemplum?"; G. Kortekaas, "Apollonius of Tyre in Medieval
Latin Literature".
Eighth Groningen Colloquium on the Novel, 20 October
1989, organized by H. Hofmann at the Rijksuniversiteit. The
speakers were M. Laplace, "Achilles Tatius: 'Leucippe et
Clitophon': imaginaire et realite"; G. Huber, "Walter Charle
ton's 'Ephesian Matron' - ein Zeugnis der Petron-Rezeption der
englischen Restauration"; A. Stoll, "Psyche deroutee: 'Salam
mb0' traversee par les Metamorphoses d'Apulee".
Ninth Groningen Colloquium on the Novel, 11 May 1990,
organized by H. Hofmann at the Rijksuniversiteit. The
speakers will be J. Maritz, "The Role of Music in Daphnis and
Chloe"; J. Morgan, "Reader and Audience in Heliodorus'
Aithiopica"; J. Belinski, "Heliodorus latinus: Die humanistis
chen Studien iiber die Aithiopika. Politianus - Warszewicki Guillonius - Laubanus"; N. Fick, "Les histoires d'empoison
nement dans les Metamorphoses d'Apulee"; M. Bister, Romis
ches Strafrecht in Apuleius' Metamorphosen"; 0. Salgado,
"Petronius and the Rise of the Picaresque Novel in Spain".

IN MEMORIAM
The Times, 20 March 1989: "Martin Smith, who died on March
8, at the age of 62, was one of Scotland's best known classicists,
and a leading figure in East Fife politics. His outstanding
academic work was the standard commentary on the Cena
Trimalchionis - that comical description of a gastronomic orgy
which forms the most vital part of Petronius's great picaresque
novel of life in Southern Italy under the early Roman Empire,
The Satyricon. This commentary appeared in 1975. More
recently, Smith had been heavily involved in the editing of Latin
texts relevant to medieval and Renaissance Scottish history. His
services to his subject also included the chairmanship of the
Department of Latin at St. Andrews University and membership
of committees concerned with the teaching of Latin in Scottish
schools, and he was in demand as an external examiner and a
reviewer of books. For most of the 1970s, during a period of
great success, he was a skil(l)ful and witty chairman of the East
Fife Liberal Party. To the affairs of town, gown and country he
brought a genial personality and a vivid sense of humour
gracefully combined with strongly felt views on many matters.
He will be greatly missed and affectionately remembered by all
his academic and political colleagues and by the many students
who(m) he taught, with a fine blend of exact scholarship and
human wam,th, first in Aberdeen and then, since 1959, in St.
Andrews. He leaves a widow, Margaret, and two sons.•
(Christopher Murphy)

REVIEWS

Priapea: Poems for a Phallic God.

Translated and
edited by W. H. Parker. London, 1988. Pp. 216. $27.00. ISBN
0-7099-4099-8.
review by
Barry Baldwin

I gather from the full-scale treatment by Hugh Lloyd-Jones
in the New York Review of Books, November 10 1988, 21-3
(highly recommended to readers of the PSN) that Parker was
an Oxford geography don who also knew some classics. This,
then, is an amateur effort (the point is made without prejudice
- amateurs often put the professionals to shame) and should be
judged accordingly, despite the publishe~•s inevitable blurb that
it is "a major contribution to the field of classics."
A brief preface, befouled as is the rest of the book by
indulgence in that most irritating of things, the ,royal plural,
gives us some jejune guff about the modem lifting of sexual
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taboos and the feminist influence on classical scholarship which
Parker wrongly 1hinks bas been bcneficiol. A bibliograpical
ske1eh is here subsumed. II is clear from 1his, and from the
ba1ches of notes deployed 1hroughou1 the volume, 1hat Parker
has done a good deal of homework on the Priapea, bul as far
as one can tell from a book 1hat provides no formal bibli
ography, 1here is quile bit that he does no1 know. Lloyd-Jones
has pointed 10 the omission or J. N. Adams' recent. and already
celebrated 1'hc Latin Sexual Vocabulary (Lo ndon, I982; Ilalti
more, 1983). Worse, Parker seems altogether unaware of the
enlirc considerable and pertinent oem,,.e of both Adams and his
colleague H . D. Jocelyn • surely Manchcsler is not that rar rrom
Oxford I Apart from Amy Richlin, whose 71,c Garden ofPriopus
(New I laven, 1982) he docs ci1e, the other anglophone luminaiy
iii lhis field is Judith Hallcll, yet on the only occasion on whicb
she is adduced (145, with n. 50 on 199), the wrong artide is
cited (it is the Mnemor,ne 31 I 1978), 203-5, item 1ha1 should be
given, nol Rh. Mus. 124 (1981 ), 344). TI1e 01her work which
would have given Parker a 101 of help on Ullin obsccni1y is N.
Kay's edition (l.o ndon, 1985) of Martial XJ. As to more
general 61udies, Parker would have been belier employed by
Dover's Greek Homosexuality (London, 1978), Peter Green, 'Sex
and aassical Liter:u ure,' in (ed.) A. Bold, 71,e Sex11al Dimen
sia11 111 Litera111re (London, 1982), 19-48, and R. McMullen,
'Greek Love al Rome,' 1/istoria 31 (1982), 484-502, than he was
by 13va Keul's 71,c Reig,, of the Phallus (New York, 1985) of
which ii may most charitably be said that ii is full of phallusies.
Afler the preface, Parker kicks off (1-31) with a survey or
poems abou1 Priapus, bolh Greek and Lalin, containing some
very useful tables (e.g. Priapea in the Greek Anthology) and
many translations of extracts. I will quickly and gladly em
phasise that I very much like Parker's versions for their nco1
vivacity, unlike Lloyd-Jones who deplores wha1 he calls 1heir
"marked simplicity, descending at times 10 doggerel, giving no
notion of the laconic elegance of the original.' De g11stibus, of
course, but I think Lloyd-Jones overeslimalcs the originals as
much as he undervalues lhc 1ranslations. A few detuils in this
section provoke comment: 10: Horace actually specines Iha!
his Priapus statue is made from fig-wood; 12: on im1111atio, cf.
Richlin, 'The meaning of im1111are in Catullus and Martial,'
Class. Phil. 76 ( 1981), 40-6; 12-15 (with 32-3): regarding Virgil's
claims to any Priapea, the point is not always made that
occasional momcn1s in the Eclogues (3. 7-9; 6. 26) bctn1y a taste
for scatology on that poet's part; 15-17: Parker is a bit solemn
and not always quite accurate in his remarks on Horace, Sat.
1.8, where it is no1 pedantic to criticise his omission of the
pissing (cf. Sat. I. 2. 44) in that the phraseology renects the
s1andard pleas 10 passers-by (do l mean pisscrs-by?) in Pom
peian dOOIW3ys not to befoul the property thus, and on the
statue's apocalyptic fart Parker should sec and adduce llalletL,
'Priapic Revenge in Horace, Satires 1. 8,' Uh. Mus. 124 (1981),
341-7; 24: since I (along with Marchesi) am here parenthetically
deplored wilhou1 bibliographical reference for refusing to
believe in ira Priapi as the Satyrica,, 's linking theme, I shall
unblushingly take 1he chance 10 refer readers to my thoughts on
1hc mailer in aass. Phil. 68 ( 1973), 294-6, and 10 confirm my
obduracy; 27; Martial's Nana is surely male, not female as
Parker has it.
There follows (31-63) a far-ranging essay in bo1h general
and p.irticular lcrms on 1he authorship, date, models, con1ent,
language, metre, Roman readership and reaction, manuscript
tradition, modern editions, and lranslo1loos. TI1is section
contains a great deal of valuable inforn1ation, and will need to
be considered by all other Priapea enthusiasts. Some points of
de1ail: 32-6: Parker discusses the rival theories of single versus
multiple authorship falrmindcdly and returns a sensible Scollish
verdict of not-proven. The issue indeed remains intractable.
One author could have wrillen them all, or most of them. One
thinks or the indefatigable Strato in Book 12 of the Greek
anthology (a pertinent modern case is the English scatological
poetess, Fiona Plt1-Kc1hley, with her collections Sky-Ray Lolly
and Pri,,ate Parts). On Strato, incidentally, Parker (37) unques
tioningly follows Duchheit in assigning him 10 Nero's time,
though most cdilors of !he anthology put him in lladrinn's -cf.
P. Ma,Xwcll-S1uart, 'Strato's M11sa P1wrilis,' llermes 100 (1972),

214-40. Or the Priapea could be an ancient equivalent 10 (say)
E. J. Oumford's Bawdy Verse: A Pleasant Collection (New
York, 1983), containing various pocls' pieces with one
(Rochester) predominating; 33 (cf. 44): for Tibullus as a Priapic
aulhor, see now H. Dnhlmnnn, 'Priapeum 82: Ein Gcdichl
Tibulls'?' Flem,es 116 (1988), 434-45: the section on longuagc is
exiguous and (like Parker's commentary) gives no clue to the
frequenlly unique or rare no1ure or 1hc vocabulary or the
Priapca (for easy Instance, I offer the readers circulatrix (19.1),
fa11111s applied 10 crmnus (39.8), i11S11laris (32.13), 111embro.1·us
(l.5), mem11latus (36.ll), and patlucus applied to women (25.3
and elsewhere) as choice specimens); 49-51: the discussion of
Roman readership and attitudes is very perfunctory, also on the
naive side. When PaTker asks who would want to read such
filthy s1uff about such an unpleasant character as Priapus, one
has 10 ag,ce with Lloyd-Jones' simple rcsp0nse, •Most human
bein~.• The Romans themselves provide some important clues
on their sensibilities (none of which arc odduced by Parker),
such as Artemidorus' rcn1arks on the requisite social class of
homosexual passives of which Michel Poucault (himself well
placed to appreciate them!) made much in volume 3 of his
Hisroire de la Voluptl (available in English, London, 1988, as
Care of the Self), Cicero's loller (Ad fam, 9.22) on Stoics who
found Indecency In quite innocent Lalin words because of their
sound and sight effects • e.g., interca-pedo, and 1he medical
writer Cclsus (De med. 6.18.1, recommending Greek terms for
private parts), ap11d nos focdiora verba 11c co11S11e111di11c q11idc111
aliqua vcrec1111d/11s loq11emi11m com111e11data s11111. One might
compare the frisson of a Roman turning from (say) the Aeneid
10 the Priapea lo 1hat or a 17th century English gentleman
reading 1hc following charac1eris1ic passage in Rochester's A
Ramble i11 St. James Park: "Which your devouring Cunl had
drawn/From Porters' backs and Footmen's brown/ I was
con1cn1 to serve you up/ My Ilallock-full for your grace cup.'
In general, it is the quantity of the rcpeti1ive pieces in any such
collection 1hat palls • the good ones (and there are some) can
be enjoyably browsed, but no sane person wants 10 take 80 at
a sluing; 56: since Parker is also catering for that elusive beast,
the general reader, he might have 1old them what Nea11iskos
and 011tidanos mean, since humouT of a sort is at siake, whilst
his repertoire of English translaiions neglects that formerly
notorious volume, F. C. Forherg, Manual ofClassiclll Erotology
(London, 1848; rcpr. New York, 1966), which contains versions
of a fair number of the Priapca.
The poems themselves (66-207) arc prcsen1ed in opulenl
form, with racing texts and 1ranslations, critical apparatus,
parallels (somclimes • there is no obvious system), nnd discus
sions of contents and di fficulties in the Larin, with occasional
bedizening by a few (rather gray) plates. Parker packs in a
great deal, overall, and shows a lot of good judgemen1 in a sea
of uncertainties (one needs a lot more than a dirty mind to
comment properly on the Imprope r). A few supplementary
remarks may be of interest and u1ili1y - numbers arc those of
the poems: 2: for the mockery of 1hc Muses, cf. Persius'
prologue and Juvenal 4. 35-6; 4: on Elephantis, sec also Pliny,
N/128.81, and Tatian, Or. Grnec. 34. 3, whilst the name Lalage
here might also connote a fi:llatrix; 6: er. Strnlo, AP 12. 252,
with the remarks or P. Murgatroyd, 'Strato, AP U. 252,' Hennes
113 (1985), 253-5; 7: Cicero's aforementioned le11er, Ad Fam.
9. 22, gives added point to 1he letter game; 12: sec H. D.
Jocelyn, 'Eupla laxa landicosa,' LCM 5 (1.980), 153-4, and for a
modem reaction to lecherous old women quite as silly as 1hc
ancient one compare T. McGirk, Wicked Lady: Salvador Dali's
M11se (London, 1989); 14: Compare Mcssalina in Juvenal 6.
132, and for lhe phrase sub Jove colcis apcrtis note that well
known coleum/solium Jovis crux 01 Petronius, Sat. 5'1.5; 18: sec
the remarks of G. Ginngrnnde, Entreliens llardt 14,
L 'Epigramme grecque (Geneva, 1967), 344-5; 19: notice the
Priapic clement in Copa 23-4, and also adduce the dancer
poems by the early Bywntine poets Aga1hias and Lcontius in
the Greek Anthology; 23: for the expression 1entigi11c nimpi, er.
Horocc, Sat. 1. 2. 118; 24: I don't sec the absolule necessity 10
take this poem as a dircc1 translation of a Greek epigram by
Leonidas; 31: Parker seems not know of the interchangeable
nature of c11111111.f und c11l11s; cf. Adams, La1i11 Sexual Vocabulary,
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also 'Culus, clunes, and their synonyms in Latin,' Glotla 59
(1981), 231-63; 34: the full force of verpa (circumcised prick)
escapes Parker; 37: cf. Juvenal 2. 13 caeduntur tumidae medico
ridente mariscae; 39; fatuus cunnus is our own 'stupid cunt', and
I think also of Henry Miller's unforgettable locution, 'witless
shitless bitch'; 45: Parker does not consider depilation and
ancient attitudes thereto in puzzling over this poem - see M.F.
Kilmer, 'Genital Phobia and Depilation,' JHS 104 (1982), 10412; 47 (and elsewhere): Trimalchio is oddly spelled as Trimal
chion; 48: Parker has no notes on this poen1, and may not see
its point, but he would have been helped by Hallett, 'Divine
Unction: some further lhoughts on Catullus 13,' Latonms 37
(1978), 747-8; 50: for what it's worth, I agree with Hallett on
the point of the figs here, against Parker; 52: see Adams, LAiin
Sexual Vocabulary 252; 61: perhaps the cam1i11a are meant to be
erotic or obscene - cf. Virgil, Eel. 10. 53-4; 63: Porker might
have added some more it1formalion on Philaenis, e.g. Lobel's
editing of the one (so far) extant fragment, P. Ol.y. 2891, and K.
Tsan1sanoglou, 'The Memoirs of a Lady from Samos,' ZPE 12
(1973), 183-95; 65: see Avicnus, Fab. 30, also the Testamemum
Porcelli, for the motif of fugitive porker$· 68: a fragment of
Euripides' Theseus is interestingly close 10 this piece, which
might conceivably be a parody; 78: perhaps lhe point is 1hal
very old men were as anacomica!ly lax th.rough sexual excess as
old women; 78: sec Cicero, Ad fam. 9. 22, for the word la11dlca
and for U1e gla11des Penisimie Porker should read HaJlcll's
classic study in AJAH 2 (1977), 151-9.
The book is rounded off by a very desultory and incomplete
index, from which some cilcd scholars (e.g. Cali, Keuls, Scrm)
RIC altogelhor omilled, wl1ilst one s uffer$ a mysterious name
change from Vcspini (56) lo Vesperi (215). I doubt any index
Is ever beyond some carping, but Parker could and should have
done better than this, if only to allow his readers to get the full
value from the many good things he and the scholars to whom
he is indebted provide.
But in the words of Virgil, Eel. 3. 111, Claudite iam rivos,
pueri, sat prata biberunt! This goes both for the glut of Priapea
and the present review.

James Tatum, Xenophon's Imperial
Fiction: On the Educatio11 of Cyrus
(Princeton University Press, 1989)
pp. xlx + 301, $32.50.
review by
Graham Anderson
Xenophon's Cyropaedia has long been a neglected enigma
on lhc fringe of ancient romance: a pa1enlly fictionalized
lransfounalion of Cyrus the Gtcat into a Socra1ic benevolent
d?spot. Sinco Schwam.' Fu11f Vortrage the work has been recog
nized as a landmark in historical fiction in prose, especially in
view of its inclusion or the ideal love of Panthea and Abradatas
i~ a subordinate series of episodes. Tatum resists the tempta
llon to schcmatfae his text as primarily pseudo-history or prolo
ficlion , and instead gives us an elegant (and not un-Xenophon
cic) anabasis through a very long text. He takes t.h e bold
decision to begin with Nachlebl!l1, of which chis particular work
can claim its fair share: it.s readership included Cicero
Machiavelli, Sir Philip Sydney, and James I of England. One of
Tat~m•s cha.rncte~stic aphorisms goes far towards explaining lhe
texts current eclipse (p. 17): 'there have been plenty of times
w~en U~crc arc. no prince.~ to 1each'. Yet for the right reader
ship !"his was indeed a text which 'had everything': action
st_rategy, and polilical advice in _plenty, with romance at a
distance. One name 1 missed among its imitators was the
secon~-ccntury ab epistulis Celer, who appeaTS to have written
a version of che Panthea story; one suspects 1ha1 that was the
least compulsory part of the rexl for imperial officials.
, O? lhe genesis of the Cyropa,•dia Tarum emphasizes the
in1egn1y of Xenophon's own prologue; he briefly relates chc
work !O Plato's Republic, to Xenophon's own A11abas.is and
llcllemca , Lo the Socratic elements in the M,•morabilia, and 10

saf;

the author's admiration for Spartan institutions. A good
analogy is drawn with the persuasive master of Oeconomicus
21.10-12, and this essential metaphor is pursued more than
once. Tatum well characterizes Cyrus (p. 58): 'it is as if
Socrates were given the role of Cyrus the Younger, or Agesil
aus, or Teleutias to play, but in disguise'.
The central portion of the book is given over to the rehear
sal of a series of encounters between Cyrus and a succession of
individuals, including his father Cambyses (whose role has a
'framing' function in books I and YUi), as well Cyaxares,
Tigranes, Croesus and others; and it explores Cyrus' manipula
tive effect on those who came in contact with him. The perfect
prince must be all things to all men while not seeming to be so.
Even the tragic outline of Abradatas' fate and Panthea's suicide
can be turned into propaganda (187f.: 'what is not at all
conventional is Cyrus' manipulation of these conventions for his
own advantage').
One often has the impression that Tatum is reaching over
the heads of his scholarly audience to the general reader, and
there are times when the writer of a review feels inclined to
write a summary of a summary. There is correspondingly little
interest in or illustration of Greek style, a pity in view of
Xenophon's prestige in that department. But what emerges
overall is an unpretentious and readable presentation of the
Cyropaedia as a political classic. Tatum is not the first to
empathise with his author, and his overall judgments are sound.
A few points of detail:
Tatum frequently and necessarily has Herodotus in view:
but I am not convinced of the relevance of Herodotus' tale of
Gyges and Candaules to the Panthca story (17lf.). On the
other hand it is surely necessary to warn the uninitiate of the
wide gulf between llerodotus' account of che outrage to Cyrus'
severed head by the queen or the Massagctac and Xenophon's
account. of his Socratic deathbed scene.
Tatum expends a good deal of sartas m on those who rejecc
the authenticity of the 'epilogue'; lhe space could have been
better spent on at least 11-ying to sum marise Eichler's rase for
authenticity, rather than simply accepting It (pp. 223(f.).
Tatum knows the Shah-11amell, bul seems little interested in
the oriental crucible of Xenophon' mate rial. It would have
been profitable 10 pursue chc juxtaposition of political wisdom
and romantic action in such texts for the m61ange offered by
Xc110phon: the texc is another piece of the puzzle as te why so
many facets of Greek romance have oriental analogues.
The 1943 edition of Schwartz cited is not indicated as the
second.
Writing books on the Cyropaedia is the same sort of task as
writing them on the Life of Apollonius of Tyana: it is a task
one is always glad to leave to others. But Tatum's efforts will
serve as a useful corrective to the angle from which scholars
on the novel are likely to approach this ever-challenging text.

S. Bartsch, Decoding the Ancient Novel
(Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University
Press, 1989)
review by
Gerald Sandy
In the dust-cover bluro James Tatum utters a collective
ICAN 100: ''This is the kind of book that so convinces you
[that] its thesis seems obvious by hindsight. It makes you
wonder why no one had thought of doing ii before."
Simply put, the author's method is to focus 0n the use of
descriptive passages in the novels of Achilles Tatius and
Hcliodorus as a component of "the aesthetic codes tha t
informed their composition and the refore s haped the expecta
tions of their audience ' (p. 6). The phrase •expectations of
I heir audience" accounts for the first ,part of the subliclc: 'The
Reader and the Role of Description ...,' for chc reader of the
ancient novels is and, n1orc importantly, was engaged in the
now-familiar hermeneutics of aenigmata, a proce.,;s that ls docu 
mented in the extant Greek rhetorical handbooks (progy11111as-
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mala) of the Imperial period.
A valuable feature of the book is its detailed analysis or
what the Imperial Greek rhetorical treatises have to say on the
subject of vivid visual descriptions, that is, el<phraseis; and that
in the rhetorical manuals the term "el<phrasis," contrary 10
modern practice, does not apply exclusively or even principally
to detailed descriptions of artifacts but rather to descriptive
accounts of persons, circumstance, places and periods of time.
The opening chapter also details the methods used by the
practising rhetoricians Lucian, the Philostreti, Callistratus and
Cebes to engage their readers in the effon or interpretation.
'TI1ey regularly achieve thl~ by means of the device of providing
an exegete for the confused viewer, thereby providing the
reader with lessons in the required methods of interpretation.
Chapter two is successful in delineating lhe ways in which
Achille.s TaUus and Heliodorus increase the hermeneutic
tension by tricking the trained reader, who suffers from the
handicap of being conditioned lo respond in circumscribed ways
lo clues, into drawing incorrect conclusions from intentionally
misleading information. This and subsequent chapters analyse
Achilles Tatius' and Heliodorus' practice of using paintings,
dreams end spectacles 10 teach renders how to read. By identi
fying interpreting readers wilh the drama1ised interpreting
viewers, the authors sci· lhe stage for the former to experience
and absorb the interpretative lc.sson.s that lhe laller have
mastered by trial and error.
Either because of commendable restraint and concentration
or because of oversight, the author does not always include in
her chosen range of focus other fruitrul perspeclives. Whal can
loosely be labelled the Platonist doctrine 1ha1 the creative arts
contain underlying implications accessible ooly 10 the "initiated,'
for instance, has been the s11bject of recent studies by, among
others, J. A. Coulter, The Literary Microcosm (1976); and
Platonlst lilerary exegesis played a major role in 1he proce.,;s,
ascribed by the aulhor to rheto;ical education, of shaping tbc
expectations or readers. Similarly, I would have liked to see
recognition that wilful misinlerprctation can be an clement of
characterization os well as of manipulation of the reader, as
when in the Aetlu"opica Calasiris leads those whom he en
counters up the garden path of false exegesis.
Ms Bartsch has written a book rich in new insights. By
focussing sharply on Achilles Tatius' and Heliodorus' entice
ment of readers into forn1ing or accepting false in1erpretations
of works of art, spectacles and dreams, slle has sharpened
distinctions thal , while sensed, might otherwise remain blurred.
l suspect that most readers of Lhc two novelists quickly get the
impression that Heliodorus exerts greater control over the
narrative than does Achilles Tatius.
Thanks lo Ms Bartsch, ihat impression is now supported by,
detailed analysis. A1l she puts it, 'ln the Aethiopica, however,
in contrast to the situation In Leucippe and Clitoplto11 , the
readers are not left floundering amidst their incorrect interpre
tations to the book's very end" (p. 172).

NO'I'ES

Catch A Falling Star: Petronius, Sat., 54.1
by Barry Baldwin
A young acrobat who l'!ad been pcrfom1ing on ladders and
through burning hoops falls and bumps Trimalchio. Long ago,
J, Revay, 'llorB1. und Petron,' CP 17 (1922), 202, co nnected thi$
incident with lhe collapse of a canopy in the dining room a1
Horace, Senn. 2.8.71, an episode which for J. P. Sullivan, The
Salyrlcon of Petro11i11s: a Literary Study (Bloomington &
London, 1968), 126, is an "obvious model' for the accident in
Pelronius. Smi th in his edit.ion of the Cena (Oxford, 1975),
147, deprecates the notion , remarking sensibly that such
perforn1ances (public and private) "may well have been full of
mishaps like th.is.• He goes on to adduce, like many before
him, Suetonius' account (Nero 12) of en actor playing Icarus
who fell in the arena and plummeted close enough 10 1he

emperor to spatter him with blood. Smith subjoins the warning
that "Any theory which sees this as a unique incident and as the
source of the present episode must accept that Nero was bound
to be seen as the counterpart of Trimalchio here.• Many
commentators have (inevitably) made this connection; cf. (for
easy instance), R. f<L Crum, 'Petronius and the E mperors,' CW
45 (1952), 161; .I. Rtvay, 'Contribulo alla qucstione del.la
parodia di Nerone in Petronio,' RIG! 7 (1923), 30; K.F.C. Rose,
Tiu: Date and Author of the Salyrlco11 (J..!::iden, 1971), 78, 84;
Sullivan, op. cit. 127, n. 4; r. G. Walsh, The Roman Novel
(Cambridge, 1970), 138.
ln point of fact, there is no need to connect the incident in
Petronius with either Horace or Nero. No acrobat falls at the
Cena Nasidieni. And Icarus' performances have nothing to do
with burning hoops and ladders, but with choreographed
attempts to fly. This is pretty clearly implied by Juvenal 4. 122,
el pegrna el pueros inde ad velaria raptos, and confirmed by
Martial, Spec,. ~ Daedale, Lucano cum sic lacereris ab

urso/quam cuperes pinnas nunc habuisse tuas.
If a literary inspiration for Petronius is required, it is
perhaps to be found in Xenophon, Symp. 11, where the guests
are surprised and relieved that the female acrobat who turns
somersaults through a hoop made nil the more dangerous by its
complement of upright swords managed to complete her act
safely. There is, however, no shortage of Roman accounts of
acrobats leaping through burning hoops (notably Manilius 5.
439-443) or of stage. acclden1s, e.g. the injury lo Princeps Lhe
tibicen described by Phaedrus 5. 7. 6-11 (noiice esp. v. 7, dum
pcgma rapilllr, co11cidi1 casu grav,), a passage hardly ever
adduced but a1 lhe very least as relevant as the Icarus item in
Suetonius.
A brief postscript. This discussion assumes that it was the
acrobat who fell on Trimalchio. Bui editors claim a lacuna
after puer in the sentence cum maxime haec dicenle eo puer
Trimalchionis dclapsu.s est, and variously fill it up. It is possible
that the puer in question i not ihe acrobat but one of the
slaves waiting on the tables; cf. B. Baldwin, 'Careless Boys in
the Satyricon,' Latomus 44 (1985), 847-8.

Henry Miller and Petronius
by Barry Baldwin
Recent publicalion of the correspondence between Henry
Miller and Lawrence Dur_rell (The Durrell-Miller Letters, 193580, ed. I. S. MacNiven, London & Boston, 1988) adds a little to
Petronius' Anglo-American Nachlt'be11 . ln January, 1939 (p.
49), Miller wro1e that he was planning to write 'something 10
put beside Quixote, Gargamua, Saryrlco11 , etc. A classic for the
21st or 22nd century.• haracteristic Millerian rbodomontade,
but his estimation of Petronius catches the eye. A decade later,
in the course of their difference of opinion over the worth of
Sexus, MIiier told Durrell (October, 1949, p. 242) that
"'Recently I t.ried to reread my great favourite, Petroniu.~ - the
father of the novel. Couldn't stick it. But there a_re ana logies
and reverberations there - to Sexus, I do believe.• Despite tbis,
and ihc earlier mention , Durrell co1,1ld still ask Miller (Septem
ber, 1951, p. 256), "Have you read Petronius?' ll1e charitable
explanation would be 10 suppose that he is really asking if
Miller has got over his recent inability to re-read the Sa1yrico11 .
[n March, 1960 (p. 371), Durrel.l proclaims that "llle new
Michigan Press Petronius (unexpurgated) is a treasure." This,
presumably, will be Arrowsmith's translation (Ann Arbor, 1959).
In October, 1963 (p. 396), Dun-ell informs Miller that 'I now
have a firm shape for a new novel - very St Augustine and I
hope a little Petronius too." Not unnaturally surprised by thi s
revelation, Miller (October, 1963, p. 398) ripostes, 'St Augustine
and Petroni1,1s. How do you manage to fuse the two'I' GO()d
question I -If Durrell ever answered, it is not In the rest of the
correspondence.
Miller himself, the Apocalyptic C median (so d\Jbbed by
Kingsley Widmer, Henry Miller [New York, 1962], 17-40), lists
Petronius amongst h.is 100 greatest literary ii;i0ucnces in The
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Books in my Life (Now Yoclc, 1952), 318. In Black Spring (New
York, l963), in the epigraph 10 two constituent pieces therein,
'The T hird or Fourth Day of Spring' and 'A Saturday After
noon', Miller invokes Trimalchio's dinner, often inar.curately.
rn lhe firsr case, he falsely connatcs Sat. 67.10 with 39.15; in the
seco nd, he misatt-ributes throat tickling and vomiting to Trimal
chio, obviously mixing him up wiih the emperor Claudius.
Pe-rhaps this is due In part to Miller's own inconsistency
towards Petronius as an autho.r to be read in the toilet, for
whereas both he and Apuleius are commended as good
bathroom books in Black Spring, neither makes this particular
grade in the 'Reading in the Toilet' chapter in the Books in my
Life (264-86)1
Miller tells Durrell more than once (e.g. p. 34) that he knew
no Greek, and his paraded disdain for "bloody Vergil" is no
doubt owed to the bad time he had in Latin class, recounted in
The Books in my Life, pp. 178-9. He will, then, have read
Petronius in translation. On the aforementioned evidence,
Arrowsmith after 1959. One wonders which version he had
used before 1939. Heseltine's Loeb is no good for the "dirty
bits" which will have been one of the prime Petronian attrac
tions for Miller. W. K Kelly's translation in the Bohn Classical
Library series (London, 1854) leaves in a surprising amount
for its time, but some sections are retained in what Gibbon
memorably called the decent obscurity of a learned ton~c.
Possible candidates migh'I be the 1694 version of Burnaby,
reprinted in 1910 (London), or the Ol)e by 'Sebastian Mclmotb'
(sometimes thought to be a nom de pl11111e for Oscar Wilde)
brought out variously in Paris (1902), Chicago (1927) and New
York (1932), or that by J. W. Mackall (London, 1932). How
ever, I have none of these to hand, so cannot check on how
they performed with the vulgar sections.
One other item. In a letter written in 1936, Miller asks
Durrell, "Did I tell you of a book by an English Surrealiste,
Hugh Sykes Davies? It's called Petron, and I recommend it to
you fervidly, as a most excellent piece of work. If you don't
like that then you don't like Surrealisme, that's all. But I think
you will. Try and get hold of it - I don't own a copy or I
would lend you it." Durrell does not respond to this question
in his answer, and neither author recurs to Davies' book in
their many subsequent exchanges over Surrealisme. Davies is
identified as English, but the title looks Gennan. It seems not
to feature in Petronian bibliographies, and perhaps has nothing
much to do with our Petronius. Can any reader of PSN come
in on this?
[J. P. Sullivan promises a note on Davies for the next News

leuer.]

Petronius in Byzantium?
by Barry Baldwin
In his recent and generally admirable book The Medieval
Greek Romance (Cambridge, 1989-cf. my forlhcoming review in
Byramine Swdies), Roderick Beeton (pp. 71-2) points to some
similarllies between the Saryricon and a banquet scene in the
12th century verse romance RJ1oda11the and Dosicles wrillen by
Theodore Ptodromos. In Book 4, 122 f. of this la!Ler, the
pirate boss Mistylus and his sidekick Gobyras serve up to a
suitably Impressed envoy, Artaxcncs, a roast larnb out of whose
belly ny a flock of live spal"I" ws. Subsequently (4.214-42), a
young acrobat named Salyrion apparently outs his throat with
a sword only to recover on a n,c from Gobyras to show that it
had been a theatrical illu.~ion.
As Petronians well know, Trimakhio (Sat. 40.4) served an
aper from which, at a blow from one of the staff, there issued
a number of live fllrdi. Later Oil (53.11), there is an acrobatic
performance. And both Gilon and Encolpius go through the
motions of cutting their own throats on Lichas' ship (108).
Before Beaton, the disting11ished Dyz311ti11isl llerben Hunger
(Die hoclrsprachliche profane Literatur der Byzaminer [Munich,
1978], vol. 2, p. 131) had noticed the roasts and the birds in
both autJ1ors, but did not go beyond calling the Petronian

passage eine analoge Szene with respect to the one in Prodro
mos. Beaton himself goes further, calling (twice) the Prodro
mos items "allusions to Petronius".
En passant, it may be noticed that Beaton apparently
connates the acrobatic performance in Petronius with the mock
throat cutting as though both occurred at Trimakhio's. Some
(albeit not Federico Fellini!) might also wonder why he dubs
the dinner party "sinister". And anyone with a taste for
extravagant speculation might detect in the name Satyrion an
obtrusive reference to the title Satyricon. The mock death can
be dismissed as a Petronian allusion, being something of a
motif in Greek romances of the Roman and Byzantine periods.
Both Hunger (2.130) and Beanton (56-7) themselves adduce the
obvious parallel of the fake evisceration of Leucippe in Achilles
Tatius (3.15-22) achieved through theatrical I rickcry. The roast
and the birds are more to the point. Trimalchfo's dish is a
melodramatic version of the porcus Troianus or procellus
lwrtolamis (Mac.robius, Sat. 3.13.13; Apicius 8.7.14), a pig stuffed
with animals or other creatures, albeit dead ones. Smith in his
commentary (Oxford, 1976) adduces no parallel for the
Petronian scene as such. I have found no such scene in the
historical sections of Larousse Gastronomique: W. D. Lowe's
note on Sat. 40.4 in his neglected edition (Londou, 1905) claims
that the mrdi were •a novel device recently repea ted at the
marriage of one of the Vanderbillst but gives no precise details
of the occasion. Perhaps it will feature in Arthur Vanderbilt
H's new book, Fortune's Children: The Fall of the House of
Vanderbilt (London, 1990), which I have not yet seen; from the
reviews, the Vanderbilt style of opulence would make Trlmal
chio seem like an unimaginative pauper. One can -always clutch
the traditional lifcbell of a lost Greek original. However, ii
may be suggestive that (as far as I can sec) there is no compar
able scene in Athcnneus where (129c) the thrushes and other
birds inside a roast of pork are themselves roasted and whose
disquistion (64f - 65d) on edible birds makes it clear that they
appear cooked at the table. The only hint of live birds is in the
metaphorical description quoted from Telecleides (64f) of birds
nying into a guest's gullet, but they are specifically said to be
cooked (optai), and the passage clearly ridicules a greedy eater.
It may or may not be pedantic to insist on the fact that in
Petronius the animal is a pig and the birds thrushes, whilst in
Prodromos we have a lamb and sparrows. Still, the variant
details do 1101 unllater.illy rule out direct inspiration of one
author by the other. Another point made by Smith is that
"despite the surprisrng pregnancy details Encolpius and his
companion still refer to the animal as a male at 41.1." In
Prodromos, Artaxenes and Gobyras discuss the plausibility of
male pregnancy over the lamb and sparrows. This is perhaps
the most striking point of contact between the two writers.
Yet both could be innuenced by joking accounts of the preg
nancies of 2.eus along the lines of Lucian, Dial. Deor. 12 (in
Maclcod's Loeb and OCT: no. 9 in the traditional order).
l11e exact dates of Theodore Prodromos are obscure and
much disputed (sec A. Kazhdan, Smdies on Byzami11e Liwra1ure
ofthe Eleventh and Twelfth Cen turies [Cambridge, 1984), 87-114,
for the best discussion), but he is firmly located in lhe Ulh
century. Not many Byzantine savants knew Latin or Latin
literature at this time (cf. D. Baldwin, 'Vergil in Byzantium,'
Ant. u. Abend/. 28 [1982), 81-93), though it is one of the tongues
laid claim to in the polyglot pretensions of John Tzetzes (cf.
Hunger's text i~ BZ 4611953[, 302-7). 'Things were different in
the next two centuries wich Manuel Holobolus who knew
Virgil's poetry and who may have translated Doethius (see
Baldwin, art. cit., 87; M. Treu, 'Manuel Holobolos,' BZ 5 f1896) ,
558; N. G. Wilson, Scholars of Byzami11111, London & Baltimore
(1983), 224-5), and Maximus Planudes who translated Ovid and
other Roman writers, possibly including Juvenal (see Wilson,
op. cit., 230-41, for an excellent resume with bibliography). In
Prodromos' time, Byzantine cultural contacts with the West
were on the increase, and he was contemporary with John of
Salisbury whose version of the unbreakable glass anecdote
(Policraticus 4.5, conveniently reprinted by Smfth xxvi-xxvii) is
well known. One might speculate that Prodl-omos knew
something about Petronius, at second-hand if not first, via some
Westerner encountered in Constantinopl~.-, To suggest that he
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knew enough Latin to read the Satyricon and that he had a text
to hand would be to go out on a very long limb indeed. So
would be any notion of a Greek translation. But these are the
large implications of Beaton who did not himself pursue them.
Perhaps other colleagues can and will take it from here.

Summary of

The Language of the Freedmen in
Petronius' Cena Trimalchionis
(Doctoral Dissertation,
Brown University, May 1989)
by Bret Boyce
Petronius' Satyrica is unique in ancient literature in the
degree to which it attempts a realistic representation of the
language of the lower classes. A survey of Greek and Latin
literature largely confinns the thesis of Erich Auerbach that
attempts to represent the language of commoners and foreign
ers are largely confined to the comic genres. In addition to his
well-known parodies of various Greek dialects Aristophanes
parodies the language of barbarians in several passages, most
notably the speeches of Pseudartabas in the Acharnians, the
Triballian god in the Birds, and most importantly the Scythian
policeman in the 11iesmophoriazusae. In these passages we note
a number of features which recur in the language of the
freedmen in Petronius (e.g. loss of aspiration, confusion in case
usage, gender, and verbal modes); a number of features
(especially the disappearance of final -v in nouns and pronouns)
pcrhap reflect characteristics of native popular speech ralher
than the speech of foreigners ('vulgarisms' rather than pure
'barbarisms'). It is also worth noting that metrical analysis
indicates that in many ca.~es anomalous forms deliberately
employed by Aristophanes have been 'corrected' by lat.e r
scribes: this problem complicate5 our analysis of all andcnt
texts employing nonstandard forms. The speech of the bar
barian in Timotheus' Pcrsae offers an instructive contrast to
these passages in Aristophanes: Timotheus' discordant blending
of low and lofty styles is the exception which proves the rule of
generic propriety, TI1e few extant fragments of Greek sub
literary mime as well as the reconily discovered Iolaus romance
frc1gmcnt offer further tantalizing glimpses of possible Greek
parallel to lhe speech or Pctronius' freedmen. Turning 10
Latin litcruture, we find numerous popular features in lhe
language of the Roman comedies, although Plautus' language
is not •rcine Umgangssprache" as Hofmann, Lcumann and
others have suggested: rather, il is throughout a complex
amalgam of colloquial and literary elemenls. The Latin mimes
and Atellan farces also conlain many features of popular
speech, as Giuliano Bonfante has shown: thus in addition to
supplying thematic material, they furnished an important
linguistic precedent for Petronius.
The unique nature of the language of the freedmen in
Petronius has attracted the attention of scholars ever since the
publication of the editio pri11ceps of lhe codex Traguriensis in
Padua in 1664. TI1c authenticity of the fragment was immedi
ately impugned: Wagenseil purported to demonstrate that the
'forger' uses numerous Italian idioms, while Valois declared thal
he gives himself away by the use of French (and more specin
cally Picard) turns of phrase. These seventeen-century polem
ics, however wrongheaded, nonetheless contain the important
observation that the languogc of the freedmen differs signifi
cantly from the literary standard, often in ways that approach
the idiom of the Romance languages. TI1e real reason for Ibis
fact was first intimated by Pierre Pe1i1 and Giovanni Lucio who
each answered lhe polemics of Wagenseil and Valois under the
pseudonym of Marino Statileo: tile vulgarisms in the Cena are
to be ascribed to a conscious effort on the part of the author
realistically to imitate the diction of uneducated characters at
a drunken festivity, and it is no wonder that they have much in
common with the Romance languages, which after all did not
spring up overnight "like frogs after a rain." These arguments

quickly prevailed and the authenticity of the Tragurian fragment
was never again seriously called into question; but the scholarly
world showed little real interest in the linguistic problems
involved for almost two centuries until G. Studer in 1849
attempted the first scientific treatment of the matter. A
number of important studies followed. Ernestus Ludwig's 1869
doctoral dissertation De Petronii Sermone Plebejo was the first
comprehensive examination of the subject. In 1875 Armin!us
von Guericke undertook to compare the language of Petromus
with the nearly contemporaneous Pompeian graffiti; in 1899
Wilhelm Heraeus did the same with the glosses. Wilhelm
Suess' 1926 treatise De eo quem dicunl inesse Trimalchionis
cenae sennone vulgari contains many important observations and
is the first study to attempt to differentiate among the various
freedmen speakers by their language. This work unfortunately
suffers somewhat from lack of attention to the chronological
details of the development of the popular language and from
Suess' unfortunate and unprovable notion, later oeveloped at
even greater length, that Petronius intended in his freedman
speeches to form an illustrative compendium of contemporary
grammatical theories about barbarisms and soloecisms. In 1947
appeared the greatest and most comprehensive study of the
subject, H.L.W. Nelson's Utrecht doctoral dissertation Petronius
en zijn "vulgair" latijn, which placed Petronius more clearly than
ever before in the context of Silver Latin developments. This
book is a profound work of scholarship and an invaluable
contribution to Petronian studies and is especially useful for its
discussion of syntax. However, we feel compelled to offer a few
methodological criticisms of the author's pervasive tendency to
underestimate the popular element in the speeches of the freed
men. Nelson frequently argues that a given 'vulgar' fonn is due
to a lapse into native speech-patterns by a Romance-speaking
copyist, but does not adequately consider the opposite and
equally important possibility that 'vulgar' forms deliberately
employed by the author could have been 'corrected' by copyists
trained in the classical language. Nelson justly criticizes Suess
for laxity in chronological matters, yet it is just as dangerous to
reject forms from the text based on their absence in other
contemporaneous 'vulgar' sources which differ fundamentally
from Petronius in that they represent inadvertent lapses in the
atlcmpts of semi-educated writers to employ the standard
literary idiom while Petronius is n literary author deliberately
using non-literary forms. Nelson also tends to draw too sharp
a distinction between the cultivated colloquial language of the
narrator Encolpius and 'vulgar' speech, or between archaic and
popular language: these categories are not mutually exclusive
from a fonnal point of view but share many common features.
Finally, Nelson repeatedly emphasizes that the 'vulgar' impres
sion created by the speech of the freedmen characters is due
more to stylistic than to grammatical factors; unfortunately
Nelson became involved in other projects and never published
the second part of his study, which was to have dealt with
stylistic questions: this represents a regrettable loss to Petron
ian studies. Since Nelson's work the following studies may be
singled out for special mention: Arnulf Stefenelli's Die Volk

sprache im Werk des Petron im Hinblick auf die romanischen
Sprache11 (1961) dealing primarily with lexicon; Antonio
Dell'Era's Problem/ di lingua e stile i11 Pu1ro11io (1970) which
offers a computer-aided analysis of the anomalies to be found
in the Cena and very useful tabulations for each character; and
Iluben Petersmann's Petro11.1urbane Prosa (1977), which in spite
of the title also contains much that pertains 10 the language of
the freedmen and many valuable remarks on the importance of
taking into account the psycholog.ical context in assessing the
language of Petronius' characters.
The intense scholarly scrutiny to which the Cena has been
subjected has produced little unanimity of opinion and the
delicate task of scholarship is to avoid the two extremes often
found in previous work: the tendency 10 find a vulgari m in
every anomalous reading furnished by the manuscript tradition
and the inclination to attribute all popular phenomena in the
language of the freedmen 10 faulty tra nsmission. To this end
a detailed survey of phonological, morphologica l, lexical and
syn taclic features in undertaken: only the principal results can
be summarized here. It is readily apparent that Petronius went
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much further than any other author in Graeco-Roman antiquity
in his attempt to reproduce elements or the popular language
in the speeches or his freedmen characters. Even in the area
or phonology he goes further than other Greek and Latin
authors, with the possible exception of Aristophanes, although '
we find fewer certain examples or phonological vulgarisms in
our text than vulgarisms in morphology, lexicon, and syntax.
Comparing the phonological vulgarisms found in the Cena to
the wider range of phonological peculiarities to be found in the
Pompeian inscriptions, Nelson has concluded that Petronius has
deliberately restrained himself and given us only a select anth
ology or such phenomena. He believes that purely technical
considerations were decisive in preventing Petronius from going
too far in the area of phonological imitation, since the necessity
or producing copies of a literary work by hand, often through
dictation, would have presented intolerable difficulties ir he had
been more thorough in this regard. However, by the same
token, if Petronius had been more thorough, it is likely that
many irregularities would eventually be removed over centuries
or manuscript transmission; phonetic irregularities are more
vulnerable than other types of anomalies to scribal correction,
and we have already seen how this occurred in the manuscripts
of Aristophanes. Thus it is possible that the sporadic phonologi
cal vulgarisms which we encounter in our text may be the
remnants or a much more comprehensive phonetic representa
tion of popular language in Petronius' original manuscript. For
this reason, comparison in this area with the Pompeian inscrip
tions, which are not susceptible to the same vicissitudes, could
be misleading. In the case of the Pompeian inscriptions, as
Viiiiniinen has pointed out, it is precisely "la phonetique qui se
degage avec le plus de nettete et de details. Cela tient a la
nature des materiaux..." Moreover, even the Pompeian inscrip
tions are quite inconsistent in the phonetic anomalies which
they present; as we have repeatedly stressed, inconsistency in
such matters is not untypical in spoken language. Of course,
the Greek and Roman grammarians never developed the
science of phonetics to any significant extent, unlike their
counterparts in ancient India; thus we should not expect
anything as thorough and scientific in a Latin author as the
Prakrit passages in the Sanskrit dramas. On the other hand,
the freedman speeches in Petronius have a freshness and
individuality quite unlike the social stereotyped diction of the
Prakrit passages in the Sanskrit dramas, which orten give the
impression or a merely phonetic recasting of Sanskrit into a
literary vernacular. In the Cena Petronius portrays individuals
rather than social types. In any case, the phonological differ
ences between urbane and popular Latin in Petronius' day were
never as great as those between Sanskrit and Prakrit. Although
he lacked the benefit or a developed science or phonetics, at
least Petronius was not faced with the difficulties which
confront a writer who attempts to reproduce phonetic peculia
rities in a language such as English. Even an orthographical
fanatic such as George Bernard Shaw, after a few pages of
trying to represent the speech or Liza Doolittle with such
makeshift expedients as "eed now bettern to spawl a pore gel's
flahnn than ran awy athaht pyin" ( = 'he would know better
than to spoil a poor girl's flowers and then run away without
paying,' Pygmalion, Act I) is compelled to abandon "this
dcsperare attempt to represent her dialect· without a phonetic
alphabel.' Although we cannot be certain exactly how far
Petronius went in lhe area of phonology, we find definite
i11dications of the same general tendencies of pqpular Latin that
are apparent in Pompeii: the transition from a vowel system
based on ogposillons of quantity to one based on oppositions
?f t!mbrc (and attendant developments such as monophthong11.allon of au, closure or elision of e and i in hiatus) and the
increasing importance of the dynamic accent (as seen in the
cases of syncope). In contrast, the purely local di alectal forms
f?un~ in Poinpeii, often due to Oscan influence (for example
-is, -11 > -es, -et; -t > -d) seem to have Ut lie counterpart in the

Ce11a.

In the area or morphology, we a1·c on firmer ground. The

~ena_ o~ Petronius is actually a richer source than the Pompeian
mscnpltons_ for ce rtain tendencies in the popular language such
as change m the gender or nouns (cspeciully from neuter to

masculine) and or verbs (mostly from deponent to active).
Nelson has invoked such factors as personification and analogy
to explain these occurrences; while such factors may be
contributing elements in individual cases, on the whole these
phenomena must be seen as part of the general historical trend
towards simplification of the nominal and verbal systems.
Changes which run counter to the historical trend may be
regarded as hyperurbanisms and are found almost exclusively in
the speech of Echion and Trimalchio. We also find other
deviations from the declension and conjugation patterns of
classical Latin; these usually represent attempts to streamline
and simpliry irregularities in the classical inflection by means of
analogical formations.
In our examination of the process of word-formation in the
language of the freedmen we have found that Donald Swanson's
hypothesis of a uniform style throughout the Satyrica is not
consistent with the empirical evidence. Not only is the fre
quency of nouns derived by such processes as covalent com
pounding and by suffixation using e.g. -arius, -arium, and -o
(with the exception of nouns in -io derived from verbs) far
higher in the speeches of the freedmen, but they also present
a greater variety or such words and a particularly large number
or neologisms. In the area of lexical choice, the preferences or
the freedman often prefigure the situation in later Latin and
the Romance languages. The fondness for more extended and
expressive forms is an important factor here.
In the area of syntax, the excellent work of Nelson is still
largely definitive, although new light has been shed on the
subject by Petersmann's examination of the language of the
educated characters. Among the most striking features here are
the expansion of the accusative at the expense or the other
cases, the fondness for personal pronouns, especially ille, the
use of various periphrases to replace the classical future, the
use or the indicative in indirect questions and clauses intro
duced by quod or quia for indirect statements. Here again we
have found evidence or hyperurbanisms in the speech of
Trimalchio and Echion, such as the use of the subjunctive
where classical Latin requires the indicative. In the area of
popular syntax the Cena of Petronius ls once again a richer
source than the Pompeian inscriptions, which is a consequence
not only of the fact that in Petronius popular constructions are
employed consciously and deliberately, but also that the
Pompeian inscriptions consist largely of short graffiti without
syntactical context.
The final chapter deals with ways in which Petronius has
subtly modulated the language of the various freedmen to
reflect their different personalities, attitudes toward their social
position, emotional states, and the content or their speech.
Each freedman is examined in turn: Dama, Seleucus, Phileros,
Ganymedes, Echion, Niceros, Habinnas, Hermeros, and
Trimalchio. In the intermezzo where Trirnalchio leaves the
banquet, Dama's speech is the first, the shortest, and the most
'vulgar.' The use of short, asyndetic, paratactic phrases reflects
the besotted incoherence of Dama's mental condition, just as
the lack or variation in word-order ( every sentence ends with a
verb) reflects the dull monochromatic personality of this
hedonistic drunkard. Likewise the frequent repetition of the
same connective elements in Seleucus' speech illustrates the
dearth or syntactic devices at his disposal, although his speech
is livelier and his syntax less monotonous than Dama's. His
lavish use of proverbs gives vent to his pessimistic, misanthro
pic, and misogynistic outlook. Inconsistency characterizes the
speech or Phileros, who interrupts Seleucus with the phrase
vivorum meminerimus only to continue to discuss the dead
Chrysanthus: in his effort to contradict Seleucus in every
particular Phileros seeks simultaneously to point out Chrysan
thus' human failings in order to tear down Seleucus' sentimen
talized portrait or him while at the same time to emphasize the
concrete worth of Chrysanthus' achievements in order to
counter Seleucus' assertion that his life was futile. Phileros'
mental confusion and inconsistent judgement are paralleled by
his confused use of pronouns and his rambling and associative
style. Ganymedes turns the conversation away frpm the self
centered hedonism and petty gossip of the previous speakers to
a higher plane of discussion. He inveighs against the economic,
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political and moral evils of his society with a concreteness and
a clarity of vision that are unique in the novel, as Vincenzo
Ciaffi has pointed out.
His language is correspondingly
concrete, his use of simile and metaphor vivid and direct; we
find many of the formal features typical of popular speech and
none of the self-conscious hypercorrections which we encounter
in the language of Trimalchio and Echion. Nonetheless we
cannot fully concur with Ciaffi's assessment of Ganymedes as
a social revolutionary: not even he is fully exempt from the
neurotic inadequacies which plague all of Petronius' characters.
In particular, the final section in which he blames the sufferings
of the people on their own impiety undercuts his earlier
rhetoric: the irony wilh which the author has assigned lhe
name of Ganymedcs 10 a dcrcnder of old-fashioned morality
is not unintended. In this final passage the style is i.n places
palpably elevated with very forma l lan1,'llagc and literary devices
only to be deflated by a reversion to popular language at the
very end. Although Echion's economic situation is not so
different from Ganymede&', his attitude toward the upper
classes is strikingly different. Echion is an opportunisUc toady
and a frustrated social climber with a spiteful and a sadislic
streak. la his language, which abounds in popular rcatures, he
does not manage to conceal his lower-class origins; bul ln
addition to many simple wlgarisms we find a large number or
hypcrcorrections: lhe use of the neuter for the mascu line, the
use of the deponent for the active, tbe use of the subjunctive
for the indicative. These features come to the fore especially
when &hion attempts to impress the educated guests, when he
affects a euphemistic delicacy, or poses as a lover of the arts.
Nlceros' famous werewolf story functions primari ly as a literary
representation of oral folktale rather than as a means of
characterizing the speaker in depth . Various stylistic devices
ornament Ibis story: the opening disclaimer which serves to
arouse interest, the use of carefully 1nodulatcd sentences
finished wiib accentual clausulae, and the frequent use or
nominal similes employing ramquam. The dominant note in
Hahinnas' language Is his irreverent and occasionally coarse
sense of humor. Suess bas noted that in his diction a certain
ludicrous delicacy coexists alongside a "turpissima koprolalia.•
Hcrmeros has been the subject of an important recenj study by
John Bodel. In his view, the realistic portrayal or Hermcro
and his pride in his social station are intended as a foi l to
Trimalchio, an atypical creature of fabulous dimensions who
strives constantly to emulate a social milieu from which he is by
birth excluded. Hermeros employs a number of turns of phrase
which appear to reflect servile idiom: in addressing Encolpius
he refers to himself as servus tuus; he refers to Trimalchio's
banquet as lauritiac domini mei; hi use of the phrase ig11oscet
mihi genius 11111s is likewise especially characteristic or the lower
classes (cf. Seneca Ep. 12.1 and Smith ad toe.). The Greek
clement in the sp«ch of Hcrmcros is especially s\rong and is
used for exclamations and expressive effect. flomlal and
grammatical wlgarisms arc most heavily concentrated in
Hermeros' last speech (cc. 37-38) which both reflects his emo
tional agitation and harmoni2,cs with Petronius' artistic aim in
this passage of portraying Hermeros as a typical freedman and
exploring his attitude toward the other social classes. The
anomalies in Hermcros' speech are simple wlgarisms; hyper
corrections are scarcely present. The portrayal of Trimalchio
hos received special attention ftom literary critics, who have
discerned in his characterization reflection or parody of
Socrates, Horace's Nasidie11us, Maecenas, Seneca's Calvisius
abinus_and Pacu1us, and Seneca himself. His peraonality is
a study in con1ract1ons: he doe~ not seek to c-0nceal his scivile
p~t, which he refers to frequently in conversation ~nd immor
talizes on lhc murals of liis portico, yet at the same time Ile
s~eks to adopL the m~nncr of an aristocrat by wearing the gold
ring of a Roman knight and showing off his 'crudilion.' This
social schizophrenia is mirrored in his language, with its jarring
alternation between popular diction on the one hand and
urbane and elegan tly cadenced prose and even verse on the
other. We find in Trimalchio's speech the same sort of
hypcrurbanism that characterized Echion's speech: in fact,
Trimalchio's hypercorrections are often even more grotesque.
Among the strange.st of these are a number of bizarre phonetic

anomalies (if the manuscript may be trusted on this point), and
even the use of neuters in place of feminines (margaritum,
seplasium, and the plurals quisquilia and statuncu/a), which is
extremely eccentric from the point of view of historical mor
phology. In Trimalchio's language wlgar, urbane, and hyperur
bane elements clash with the same disturbing effect as the leek
green and cherry-red in his household's wardrobe or the crudity
and refinement of his table. In the prism of his character we
find refracted the inarticulate drunkenness of Dama, the
moroseness of Seleucus, the cynicism of Phileros, the super
stitiousness of Ganymedes, the pretension of Echion, the
apparent credulousness of Niceros, the crude sense of humor of
Habinnas and the pride of Hermeros; yet his social aspirations
place him in a class apart from the other freedmen. His
language, an exotic hybrid embracing the most refined turns of
expression as well as the most glaring wlgarisms, is a faithful
reflection of his personality, an improbable compound of fancy,
social pretension, and earthy reality, which despite its fantastic
proportions, is transformed through Petronius' art into an
authentic and breathing creation.

Summary of

Petronius' Bel/um Civile and the Poetics
of Discord (Doctoral Dissertation,
University of Michigan, 1989)
by Catherine Connors
The main body of the work is a sequential close literary
analysis of Eumolpus' poem on the Civil War; this series of
detailed observations is framed by some general considerations
of the ways in which Petronius uses allusions to epic traditions
throughout the Satyricon.
All epic poets work with, and respond to, traditions and
models, and the extent to which Petronius takes up and
responds to the traditions of epic poetry in the Bel/um Civile
has been a focus of much discussion. Virgil was central in epic
tradition for all the poets who followed him, and the impor
tance of Virgil as a model for Petronius is clear both from the
explicit mention of him in Eumolpus' prefatory remarks and
from allusions to the Aeneid in the Bel/um Civile. In addition,
the poem and Eumolpus' remarks at 118.6 have often been read
as a response of some kind to Lucan's Pharsalia. In asserting
the necessity of representing the deorum ministeria in poetry,
Eumolpus addresses an issue which is central, and, as far as we
know, unique to Lucan's Pharsalia. Of the Roman historical
poets for whom we have evidence, Lucan is Lhc only one to
have been accused of being insufficiently 'poetic,' and he is the
only poel 10 have excluded the trodi1ional divine machinery of
epic Crom his poem. Thus, E!umolpus' emphasis on the
representation of the gods as well as the subject of his poem
combine to suggest that Petronius expected his audience to
read the Be/111111 Civile as a response to Lucan's Pharsnlia. 11iis
dissertation examines the literary qualities of the Bel/um Civile;
its language, style, imagery, and narrative structure arc scrutin
ized with emphasis throughout on the relation of this poem to
the traditions of epic in general and to the models offered by
the Aeneid and the Pharsalia in particular.
Chapter One includes a review of scholarly judgments on the
poem with reference lo the issue of literary allusion and to the
interpretive problems posed by the placement of the poem
within the Saryrico11 . In this connection, I examine Petronius'
complex and sophisticated use of alh1sions to epic elsewhere in
the Saryricon, and argue that awareness of this potential for
literary sophis1ica1lon and complcxi1y should inform interpreta
tions of the Be/111111 Civlle. A study of the scene of the recita
tion of the poem on the road to Croton explores Pctronius'
articulation of the function of literary creation in the world of
the Saryricon.
Chapter Two focuses on the poem's accou 111' of the causes of
the war. In reading the opening sixty lines on 'decadence at
Rome as a cause of the Civil War, I discus:: the poet's elaborate
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use of images of eating and satiety, and explore the ways in
which this pattern of imagery sets up a surprising and unsettling
correspondence between the world of Eumolpus' historical epic
and the world of the Satyricon. From the subsequent examina
tion of the role of the gods in bringing about the Civil War, I
argue that it is overly reductive to characterize the representa
tion of the gods in the Bel/um Civile as simply a polemical
negative criticism of Lucan's exclusion of the gods from epic,
and a classicizing, conservative return to traditional forms,
especially those of the Aeneid. Virgil uses the gods to partici
pate (however complicated and equivocal that participation may
be) in the view that Rome's history was a fulfillment of a divine
plan; conversely, Lucan, by excluding the gods, is able to
deprive Caesar and Caesar's cause of any moral superiority. In
reading the representation of the gods in the Bel/um Civile,
however, it is difficult to imagine that Petronius' purpose in
representing the gods Dis, Fortuna and Discordia, who seem to
have no grand plan for Rome and take pleasure simply in strife
and destruct ion, is to criticize Lucan by lending moral superi
ority, or even a complicated 'Virgilian' kind of divine authority,
to the winning side. Furthermore, Petronius' evocations of his
Virgilian models sometimes seem humorous and parodic, rather
than classicizing and conservative. At 100-101 Dis reaches out
to Fortuna in a distinctly Vitgi lian gesture, but succeeds only in
opening a chasm in the earth. Similarly, whe11 Fortuna
wonders, si modo vera mihi fas est i111pu11e profari (104), perhaps
she is self-consciously joking about her unusual place in literary
history. Fortuna is a fa celess and voiceless force con trolling
eve nts in the Pharsalia; in 1heBeU11111 Civite, she would seem to
acknowledge that the poet who represents her with a voice and
a body has archly superimposed Virgilian conventions on his
Lucanian model.
In Chapter Three, the poet's treatment of the historical
elements of his narrative of the Civil War is examined. The list
of portents is scrutinized with reference to its relation to the
important literary models of Georgics 1 and Pharsalia 1. The
displacement of Caesar's invasion of Italy from the Rubicon to
the Alps is investigated for Hannibalic and thus perhaps anti
Caesarian overtones, and the flight of Pompey from Rome is
examined in relation to previous narratives of fallen cities. The
poet's use and 1:ransfom1ation of standard figures for civil strife,
including cosmic dissolution , Gigantomachy, and a storm-tossed
ship, is also considered in detail. Throughout, the poet
demonstrates his intimate familiarity with the traditions of epic,
as well as his delight in challenging and transforming the
models which he has inherited.
Chapter Pour treats the poet's representation of allegorical
figures of peace and war in the closing section of the poem with
reference to traditional models. Special emphasis is placed on
the representation of Discordia, the spirit of civil strife to whom
the poet ultimately surrenders control of the narrative of the
war.
Returning in a brief Conclusion to considerations of the
poem's relation to the rest of the Satyricon, I argue that the end
of the poem is of particular importance for an understanding of
the interaction between the poem and the text in which it is
embedded. Some who analyze the relation of the Bellum Civile
to the Satyricon have argued that the poem is a device con
structed by Petronius in order to characterize Bumolpus as a
bad poet, and thus to satirize Eumolpus' literary pretensions as
evidenced in his critique of Lucan. According to this view, the
poem is so deeply and so obviously flawed, and II so fails 10
meet the e,qx:ctations raised by Eumolpus' Literary remarks,
that it cannot possibly be any sort of serious commentary on
the PIUITl'alia. However, when it has already been made
abundantly clear in the Sa1yrico11 that no one (except perhaps
Eumolpus) thinks that Eumolpus is a good poet, and when it
has also been made clear that Encolpius is bored by Eumolpus'
aestJ1etic criticism, docs Pctronius proceed to construct this
long and elaborate poem simply 10 characterize umolpus as a
bad poet? A more fruitful approach, l ar~ue, grows out of the
observation (made by Todorov and others) that the representa
tion of a llterary artist within a literary work is one of the ways
in which an author can rcnect upon his o'wn literary project and
its place in his own society. Thus, just as Demodocus, the bard

in the Odyssey, can be viewed as a self-conscious representation
of the role of the poet in Homeric society, so too Eumolpus
can be viewed as somehow an embodiment of the literary
concerns peculiar to his age. While Demodocus is clearly a
revered figure in his society, Eumolpus is viewed as a bad or
absurd poet in the circles in which he moves. Perhaps Eumol
pus is a less 'heroic' poet than Demodocus because his is a less
'heroic' age; nevertheless, even though Eumolpus is in some
ways an absurd figure, his poem on the Civil War can be read
as a serious reflection upon the historical events which shaped
the Empire at whose center Petronius, and Lucan, wrote and
lived and died.

SAINI' PETRON/US
B.P. Reardon reported from Bologna the discovery of the
Basilica di S. Petronio and sent me a colored postcard to prove
his allegation. Of course I was amazed, but in the new
liberalization of the church I was not surprised. I was inter
ested to learn the legend behind St. Petronius and so consulted
Donald Attwater's The Penguin Dictionary ofSaints (Hannonds
worth: Penguin, 1965). There was, however, no entry between
Petroc, 6th century abbot and Pherbutha, 4th century bishop at
Ctesiphon. For a last straw I grasped my copy of Luis d'Antin
van Rooten's Book of Improbable Sai111s: An Irreverent Hagi
ography (New York: Grossman, 1975). Though I found here
entries for St. Umlaut o r ll lzen, San Riso1.to ii Milanese, St.
Petroleum (patron saint of Saudi Arabia?), and SS. Preserve
and Protectus, St. Petronius is not cited. Another mystery for
Petronius scholars, dissertations, and short notes in journals.
(G.S.)

